August 2016 Newsletter

Your Spiritual Home:
Making the World a Better Place
THIS SUNDAY: There's still time to sign up!
AUGUST 7th "PLAYSHOP"
"Making Friends with Your Inner Critic"
with Pam Hirons, LMHC
Do you:
Silence yourself?
Criticize yourself?
Limit yourself?
Even STOP yourself?
Would you rather:
Speak your truth!
Create positive self talk!
Tap into your limitless potential!
Just GO FOR IT!
...then this "Playshop" is for you!!! Come participate in
interactive processes to overcome the impact of your inner
critic.
Pam says "If you come open and willing, you will leave with ideas
and strategies that will enable you to be your best self and to do
the things you REALLY want to do!"
Click Here: Pam Hirons' Bio

SUNDAY, Aug. 7th
12:30 - 3:30
Fee: $ 25.00
Click Here to Send an Email to Sign Up!

August Issue of Science of Mind Magazine
Now on our Book Table
(and at Barnes & Noble)
Watch this Preview from Publisher, Rev. David Goldberg

August Science of Mind
Magazine

Rev. Karen Wolfson
August Sunday Messages: Good News
of Marinating in News to Enthuse!

A Month

"We will have heaven on earth when spiritual perspective
is woven into the fabric of every day existence."
Ernest Holmes
Where attention goes - energy flows so this month, let's
intentionally put our attention on the good news in our world. Each
Sunday we will share good news stories with you, inviting you to
revel in their impact on your whole being. This is a delicious
opportunity to take a break from the seemingly relentless
bombardment of "bad news" and the accompanying inflammatory
commentary we hear. We will also consider the importance of

being informed, yet being able to witness from a higher
perspective, even the most disturbing news.
"If we can remind ourselves that we hold the key to God's presence in
any situation then there is always the possibility of transforming it
into
one that is filled with Divine possibility."
Rev. Jay Poindexter
"Since 2006, our daily dose of 'News to Enthuse' has confirmed for
thousands of fans what we already knew to be true - that good
news itself is not in short supply; the broadcasting of it is. In the
1990's while homicide rates in the U.S. plummeted by 42
percent, television news coverage of murders surged more than
700 percent, according
to the Center for Media and Public
Affairs."
GoodNews Network
"Positive information contributes in a meaningful way to a happier and
healthier life. It benefits us emotionally, physically, and mentally."
Harvard psychologist and author Tal Ben-Shahar
8/7/16
Good News Part One
Featured Soloist: Rev. Jay Poindexter
8/14/16
Good News Part Two
Speaker: Theresa Fieberts, RScP
Featured Soloist: Bobby Fieberts
Community Prayer & Meditation after the Service
8/21/16
Good News Part Three
Featured Soloist: Bob Teesdale
8/28/16
Good News Part Four
Featured Soloist: Carlton Flannoy

PLAN AHEAD:
Fall SOM Classes!
Two 10-week Certificated
Courses both begin in Sept.

Scholarships Available.

Exploring Roots, facilitated by
Theresa Fieberts RScP, Tuesdays
9/6 - 11/8
$ 295.00
This class is perfect for continuing students, offering an
exploration
into our teachings while freely drawing upon the many religions,
philosophies, literature, and sciences that directly influenced our
Founder, Ernest Holmes. This class guides us through the writings
of three of the most important influences in Holmes's
development:
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Thomas Troward, and Emma Curtis Hopkins.
This class will give rich and deep insight and a sharper focus of the
Science of Mind fundamentals.

Foundations of the Science of Mind, facilitated by
Rev. Karen Wolfson
Thursdays 9/15 - 11/17
$ 295.00
This is the entry-level class in the study of the Science of Mind.
You will be introduced to the basics of the Science of Mind,
Meditation, Spiritual Mind Treatment, Visioning and other
Universal Spiritual Principles and Practices.
Each week will consist of the exploration of spiritual principles
and spiritual practices that support those principles. You will
learn to
use the creative process as well as powerful and practical tools to
"change your thinking, change your life" and you'll experience that
adventure with like-minded people from all over the world.

EMAIL Theresa to sign up or for questions!

On August 5th, James Twyman will be joined by members of the
World Peace Prayer Society to anchor our prayers for Nuclear

Disarmament and World Peace. Watch the LIVE WEBCAST directly
from the Hiroshima Peace Park on August 5th where hundreds of
thousands of people will be honoring the 71st anniversary of the
atomic bomb.
This is your chance to join a peace prayer movement and
envision a world where nuclear war is an impossibility.
For more information CLICK HERE!

Quick Links:
Visit our Website
Listen to Podcasts from past Sunday Messages!
Visit Science of Mind Magazine On-Line
Centers For Spiritual Living

